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Open 
research 

Content or data that is free to use, reuse, and 
redistribute 



Open and shared data

• Largely driven by STEM and Health research 

• Over recent years, data sharing practices have grown in HSS

• increased availability of digital collections, the development of new data-
intensive methods, an increasingly solid infrastructure, increased 
pressure from funders, the requirement of data management plans for 
preservation purposes, and the involvement of research libraries in data 
curation

 how is data produced?

 how it is openly and transparently shared?

 is data shared in a reputable outlet?

 how can data be reused?

 what impact does data sharing generate?



The impact pyramid

Open research and dissemination structure of data-driven projects

adapted from Marongiu et al. (2022)



Data journals and data papers 

• Avenue of implementing open research practices

• Incentivise the open sharing of resources according to best practices

Data journal
Peer reviewed academic journals dedicated 
to the publication of data papers

Data paper Research articles that describe one or more 
proficiently curated datasets



Data journals in the Humanities and Social 
Sciences (HSS)

Data journals in HSS are slowly starting to grow but there are 
specific barriers 

HSS encompass many disciplines 
compared to STEM and Health Data in HSS exists in many forms 



Data journals in HSS



JOHD

• The Journal of Open Humanities Data features peer 
reviewed publications describing humanities research 
objects or techniques with high potential for reuse

• Open access

• Openly shared dataset in a repository with persistent 
identifier (DOI)

• Paper types 

• Short data papers - description of a humanities 
research object; short (1000 words) highly structured 
narratives

• Full length papers - discuss and illustrate methods, 
challenges, and limitations in humanities research 
data creation, collection, management, access, 
processing, or analysis; longer narratives (3,000 -
5,000 words) which give authors the ability to 
contribute to a broader discussion regarding the 
creation of research objects or methods

• Social media outreach: @up_johd #johdnews #johdCfP 
#showmeyourdata



JOHD content 



Measuring and tracking data impact and 
reuse 

Standard data citation practices

• Joint Declaration of Data Citation Principles (JDDCP; CODATA/ICTI)
• Scholix (Burton et al., 2017)
• Make Data Count (Cousijn et al., 2019)

Data citations counts can underestimate true reuse (Federer, 2020)

Altmetric (social media, news, blogs)

Altmetric + usage stats: necessary for data papers 

HSS represent a particular challenge



The impact triangle

• Move away from a single metric (citation of research paper)
• We should take the three DOI-stamped elements of the pyramid

where the performance of each element affects the others

no metric for measuring 
impact of data papers 

no standard practice to link elements of the triangle → relies on manual and semi-automatic linking 



Evidence of data paper impact and future 
directions

Data papers have a positive impact on both the metrics of research papers 
associated with them and on data reuse (McGillivray et al., 2022)

• Find a programmatic way to identify these links by extracting information 
from available metadata of datasets and verifying their accuracy

• Create a “ground truth” in a manual and/or machine-assisted way which 
would enable the training of more sophisticated NLP-based methods



Conclusion 

• Data papers present a unique contribution to addressing global 
challenges within the open research arena, and HSS specifically 

• Data papers should be included in conversations about open research 
dissemination 
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